FREEDOM-QUEST
Freedom-Quest - your journey to freedom!
Are you ready to take the next step on the evolutionary ladder?
Freedom Quest is a colourful palette of different techniques, philosophies, sciences and insights that
help you to let go of all beliefs and fears that consciously or unconsciously prevent you from living
your freedom. Cleansing and de-cluttering on all levels!
Are you ready to take responsibility for your life and possibly even would like to spread these
universal laws of nature?
Goal: Worldwide spreading of this universal wisdom as quickly as possible. Will you help?
If you are already a coach, you can integrate this universal wisdom into your own practice or become
part of this FreedomQuest. This will add a certain quantum dimension to your offer.
Date:

Friday, 1 October (5 pm) - Saturday, 9 October 2021 (approx. 1 pm)

Location:

Seelisberg (Canton Uri) / Switzerland, Ideenhaus

Accommodation: 1-2 person rooms with floor WC/shower/bath.
Participants:

The maximum number of participants is 14.

Language:

English / German

Guides:

Marja Nieuwveld (MBTI coach, yoga teacher, quantum thinker & life artist)
Amudra Madhura (nutritionist, yoga teacher, BreathWork & Pranic living coach.

Fasting basis:

raw food, fruits, juices, tea, broth, spring water.

Duration:

retreat of 8 days
Depending on your preference vegetarian preparation time approx. 1 month.

Protocol: As preparation you will receive a protocol in which all elements are described.You choose
how deep you want to go, of course under professional guidance.Depending on which form is chosen
in consultation, you will receive a reduction protocolfor juice, water or dry fasting.
Investment: This journey to freedom is the beginning of a different life and requires a financial
investment of CHF 1'888,- (basis double room - surcharge single room depending on availability
CHF 200.-) and the willingness to let go (beliefs, etc.).
Enquiry: If you are interested in participating in this unique FreedomQuest, you can send us an
enquiry. We will then arrange an appointment for a consultation.
We look forward to receiving your email so that we can discuss how we can accompany you on your
path to freedom. welcome@freedom-quest.ch
Marja & Amudra

www.Freedom-Quest.ch

